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1 A vemier scale is used with a ruler to measure the extensions of a wire.

vernler scalo w,rE

rulor

The diagrams show the position of the vernier scale against the ruler before and after
suspended from the end of the wire.

0.5 1.0 1.5 2.O 2.5 cm 0.5 1.0 1 .5 2.0 2.5 cm

after the mass
is suspended

0.13 cm

1 .00 cm

2 Which order shows units of energy in the conect order of increasing size?

A J*kJ*mJ*nJ
B mJ+nJ+J+kJ
c nJ-mJ*J*kJ
D MJ+J+kJ+GJ

I

before the mass
is suspended

What is the extension caused by the mass?

A 0.03 cm B

C 0.53 cm D

I
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3 A racing car is fitted with an electronic monitoring system. Data from the car are used
to plot a speedtime graph for part of the race.

The graph is displayed on a computer screen

sp€ed

0 time

The graph covers a period of time when the car is first at rest, then

A moving with uniform speed and then moving with uniform acceleration.

B moving with uniform speed and then moving with non-uniform acceleration.

C moving with uniform acceleration and then moving with non-uniform acceleration.

D moving with non-uniform acceleration and then moving with uniform acceleration.

Forces of 4.0 N and 2.0 N act at a point.

Which scale diagram shows the forces that have a resultant of 4.0 N?

AB

4

2.0 N

2.0 N

4.0N

c

2.0 N

4.0 N

D

#
2.0 N 4.0 N

4.0 N

+
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5 A block of wood is at rest on a sloping ramp. The forces acting on the block are the
weight W of the block, the friction F between the block and the ramp and the normal
force N exerted by the ramp.

Which free-body diagram is conect?

A
,V

D

F F

w
W

Experiments are canied out on the Moon and on Earth. There is no atmosphere on the
Moon and the gravitational field strength on the Moon is less than that on Earth.

A coin and a feather are dropped at the same instant from the same height.

Which statement is conect for the experiment on the Moon?

A The coin falls faster than the feather, but both take a longer time than on Earth.

B The coin falls faster than the feather, but both take a shorter time than on Earth

C They fall together, taking a longer time than the coin takes on Earth.

D They fall together, taking a shorter time than the coin takes on Earth.

E
ft

FF

lvN

W
W

c

6
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7 An astronaut has a mass of 84.0 kg on the Earth where the gravitatlonal field strength
is10N/kg.

He goes to Mars where the fleld strength is 38% of that on the Earth.

Which row is correct?

mass on Mars / kg weight on Mars / N

A

B

c
D

31.9

31.9

84.0

84.0

121

319

319

840

Water is added to a measuring cylinder containing 100 cm3 of liquid paraffin.

The density of paraffin is 0.80 g/cm3 and that of the water is 1 .0 g/cm3.

As the water is added, the level ofthe paraffin rises to 150 cm3- The paraffin and water
do not mix.

What finally is the total mass of liquid in the measuring cylinder?

A 1309 B 1409 c 1679 D 1759

A uniform rod of weight 5.0 N is held initially at rest.

10N

uniform rod

2.0N
3.0 N

5.0N

What happens to the rod when it is released?

A lt does not move.

B lt moves to the right.

C lt moves upwards.

D lt starts to rotate.

8

9
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10 Work is done when a force of 400 N pulls a crate of weight 500 N at a constant speed
along a ramp, as shown.

5.0m

400 N

3.0 m

500N

Part of the work done increases the gravitational potential energy E of the crate and the
rest is work done t/against friction.

What are the values of E and W?

EIJ WIJ

A

B

G

D

1500

1500

2000

3500

500

2000

2500

500

11 Five blocks have the same mass but dffierent base area. They all rest on a horizontal
table.

A graph is plotted to show the relationship between the pressure exerted on the table
and the base area of the block.

Which graph shows the relationship?

A B

pressure pressure presslure pressure

Dc

area area area area
I
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12 Four submarines are submerged. The density of fresh water is 1000 kg/m3 and the
density of sea water is 1020 kg/m3.

Which submarine experiences the greatest pressure due to the water?

A
water water

fresh water 100m fresh water

submarine

submarine

c
water water

sea water 100m sea water

submarine

submarine

13 The diagram shows a simple mercury barometer.

Which height is a measure of the atmospheric pressure?

D

B

D

120m

12Om

c
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14 The resistance R of a wire increases uniformly with temperature. The values of R at the
fixed points are shown in the table.

0'c 100'c

R /C) 100 250

What is the temperature when R = 160 O?

A 24"C B 40'C G 60"C D 64'C

15 A thermocouple thermometer uses a voltmeter to measure the electromotive force
(e.m.f.) generated between two junctions. The junctions are at temperatures Ir and Iz.

Tl T2

Which pair of values of Ir and 12 produces the smallest voltmeter reading?

value of Ir /'C value of Tzl"C

A

B

c

D

20

20

60

100

40

80

100

125
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16 When a piece of smouldering rope is held at the opening of the box in the diagram,
smoke moves in the direction indicated.

rope

glass fronted box

buming candle

What is responsible for the movement of the smoke?

A convection

B movement of free electrons

C radiation

D vibration of molecules

17 The diagram shows four beakers A, B, G and D. The beakers contain different amounts
of the same liquid at the same temperature. The beakers are left next to each other on
a laboratory bench overnight. The diagrams are all drawn to the same scale.

From which beaker does the largest quantity of liquid evaporate?

c DBA

,smoke
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18 Which surface is the poorest absorber of heat radiation?

A dullblack B dutlwhite

C shiny black D shiny white

19 A long rope is stretched out on the floor. One end of the rope is then shaken

The graph shows the rope at a particular time.

displacementlm
0.3

0.2

0.1

0

-0.1

4.2

-0.3

o.2 0.4 0.6 0

C 0.8m

6 1_8 2.A

distance/ m

D 1.6 m

What is the wavelength of the wave?

A 0.3m B 0.6m

20 What is meant by the term wavefron(?

A the distance between successive peaks of a wave

B the distance between the trough and the peak of a wave

C a line joining points along the peak of a wave

D a line joining the trough and the peak of a wave

21 lt takes 0.20 s to generate one complete wavelength in a ripple tank. The wavelength
of each wave produced is 4.0 cm.

What is the speed of the wave?

A 0.80 cm/s B 1.3 cm/s C 5.0 cm/s D 20 cm/s

1.0 1.2 1.4



22 When sections of a large metal pipe have been welded together, they are checked to
discover whether there are any cracks in the joints.

Which component of the electromagnetic spectrum is used for this purpose?

A infra-red waves B radiowaves

C ultra-violet waves D X-rays

23 Which waves consist of compressions and rarefactions?

A gamma rays B infra-red waves

C radio waves D ultrasound waves

24 A student stands 50 m from a wall and knocks two wooden blocks together. When the
frequency of knocking is 3 knocks per second, the echo of a knock is heard at the instant
of the next one.

What is the speed of sound calculated using these measurements?

A 150 m/s B 200 mis C 300 m/s D

25 The diagram shows the trace on a cathode-ray oscilloscope when a microphone which
is connected to it picks up a sound.

Which trace is obtained when the sound wave is changed to one of higher pitch but the
same loudness?

350 m/s

DcBA
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26 To fully charge a battery for a portable electric saw, a current of 3.0 A is used for five
hours.

How much charge does the battery store?

A 15C B 900C c 6000 c D 54000c

27 A copper wire X has resistance R. Another copper wire Y has twice the length and half
the cross-sectional area of wire X.

wire X

wireY

What is the resistance of wire Y?

ARI2BR c2R D4R

28 The diagram shows two resistors, of resistiance Rr and Rz, used as a potential divider

input voltag€
6V

ouFut vottage
1V

The input voltage is 6 V.

Which pair of values for the resistances Rr and Rz gives an output voltage of 1 V?

A

2t

A
2

R1

o

tutQ Rzl A

A

B

c
D

1

1

5

6

5

6

1

1

I
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29 A thermistor and a light-dependent resistor are connected in series.

Which conditions give the smallest resistance?

cold dark

cold tight

dark

light

30 The circuit diagram shows a 1.0 O resistor connected in series with a parallel
arrangement of a 1 .0 O resistor and a 2.5 Q resistor.

A

B

c

D

hot

hot

I

5.0 A 1.0 cJ

1.0 o

The cunents in the two parallel resistors are shown.

What is the reading on the voltmeter?

A 7.0V B 10v c 12V

I

Z

2.0 A 2.5 A

D 17V

I
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31 The diagram shows six identical lamps, four ammeters and a battery

The cunent in the battery is 1 .5 A.

Which ammeter reads 1 .0 A?

AB

32 The wiring for a home appliance includes a switch and a fuse.

Where are these located?

switch fuse

A

B

c

D

live wire

live wire

neutral wire

neutral wire

live wire

neutral wire

live wire

neutral wire

33 Two bar magnets are placed near each other with their poles as shown. A student plots
the resultant magnetic field with a compass. The Earth's magnetic field can be ignored.

At which point does the compass point towards the top of the page?

OA .B

c

-_l-
D

a
N S S N

.D
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34 Which diagram shows the most effective method of demagnetizing a permanent magnet?

AB

current switched on then
off, with magnet left in

place

c

cunent switched on
then off, with magnet

left in place

current switched on,
then magftel

withdrawn

D

cunent switched on,
then magnet
withdrawn

35 Which metals are used for temporary and for permanent magnets?

temporary permanent

A

B

c
D

iron

iron

copper

steel

copper

steel

iron

iron

N

SN il N I

{mlnry
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36 The diagram shows an alarm system.

battery P

rron core

I

iron armature

What happens when battery P is disconnected?

iron armature bell

A

B

c
D

falls

falls

moves up

moves up

rings

stops ringing

rings

stops ringing

37 A horizontal beam of electrons passes between the two poles of a magnet.

beam of +
electrons

ln which direction is the beam deflected?

A into the page

B outofthe page

C towards the north pole

D towards the south pole

pivot

bell

L_l

n
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38 There is an upward current in a vertical wire XY. This produces a magnetic field in the
region and around XY.

Which diagram shows the pattern of magnetic field lines produced by the current?

ABCD
YYYY

I

X

39 A solenoid is connected in series with a sensitive ammeter. The N pole of a magnet is
placed next to one end of the solenoid, marked X.

magnet

First, the N pole of the magnet is pushed towards X, then the magnet is pulled

away from X. During both stages the ammeter deflects.

Which type of magnetic pole is induced at X during these two stages?

as N pole moves towards X as N pole moves away from x

A

B

c

D

N pole

N pole

S pole

S pole

N pole

S pole

N pole

S pole

XX

, solenoid
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40 The diagram shows a simple a.c. generator.

output

What is component X?

A carbon brush

C commutator

X

B coil

D slip ring

END OF PAPER
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1

Section A

Answer all the questions in this section.

A large plastic ball is dropped vertically downwards from the top of a tall building

Fig. 1.1 shows the velocity-time graph for the falling ball until it hits the ground.

velocity
m/s 15

10

5

12
Fig. 1.1

345
time/s

20

0
0

(a) Estimate the change in displacement of the ball while it is falling with terminal
velocity.

change in displacement = l2l

(b) Use Newton's laws of motion to explain why the ball accelerates at first and then
reaches terminal velocity.

...........t31

(c) The weight of the ball is one of the two forces that form an action-reaction pair of
forces.

.t1 I

Describe the other force of this pair

ffotal:6]
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2 A passenger in an aircraft closes a plastic bag with some air inside, as shown in Fig.
2.1.

Fig.2.1

(a) Explain how the molecules of air in the bag exert a pressure on the inside of the
bag.

t2)

(b) When the bag is closed, the pressure of the air inside the aircraft is 80 kPa and the
bag contains 500 cm3 of air.

(i) When the aircraft is on the ground, the pressure of the air inside the aircraft
is 100 kPa.

Calculate the volume of air inside the bag when the aircraft is on the ground.

volume = lzt

(iD State two assumptions that you made in your calculation in (b)(i)

1

t2t

[total: 6l

j
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3 A curved, glass tube is open at one end and sealed at the other.
A dense liquid is poured into the tube. The liquid traps air in the sealed end.

Fig. 3.1 shows the tube, the liquid and the trapped air

h

trapped

tube

Fig.3.1

(a) The difference between the liquid levels is h. At room temperature, h is 0.57 m.

The atmospheric pressure is 1.0 x 105 Pa and the gravitationalfield strength g is
10 N/kg. The density of the liquid is 1 .4 x 10a kg/m3.

Calculate the pressure of the trapped air.

pressure = t3I
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3 (b) The trapped air in the tube is heated.

The height ofthe trapped air in the tube is x.

Explain, in terms of molecules, why x changes when the air is heated

,,.,..,.,,'t3]

[fotal:61
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4 Fig. 4.1 shows a model of the human arm. The rubber band represents the muscle that
moves part of the arm XY up.

A mass is suspended from XY, as shown in Fig. 4.2. The weight of section XY is
negligible and the model is at rest.

rubber band

rubber band

16 cm

pivot

pivot

2.0 cm MASS

Fig.4.1

(a) State the principle of moments.

Flg.4.2 (not to scale)

.121

(b) Explain why the force that the rubber band exerts on section XY is larger than the
weight of the mass.

t1l

(c) The mass suspended from section XY in Fig. 4.2 has a weight of 4.0 N

Calculate the force that the rubber band exerts on section XY.

force = .......t21

(d) Explain how your answer to (c) is different if the weight of section XY is not
negligible.

11I

fiotal: 6]

i



5 One form of latent heat is the thermal energy needed to melt a solid

(a) Define spec/rc /atent heat.

.t2l

(b) Fig. 5.1 shows one method of measuring the thermal energy needed to melt ice
The ice is contained in a glass funnel and covered with an insulator.

insulator

glass
tunnel

hgator ice

Fig.5.l

(0 The heater is switched on and the ice melts.

The specific latent heat of fusion of ice is 3.3 x 1 05 J/kg.

Calculate the energy needed to melt 5.0 g of ice.

energy = t2t

(ii) Before the heater is switched on, thermal energyfrom the room causes some
of the ice to melt.

Describe the process by which the ice gains thermal energy fom the air.

t1l

d

0

ffotal: 5J

BP- 169
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6 An object O is placed 25.0 cm in front of a thin converging lens, as shown in the ray
diagram of Fig. 6.1.

5.0 cm

The lens forms an image I of the object O, as shown in Fig. 6.1.

(a) The image formed is inverted and magnified. State one other property of this image.

.......t1I

(b) Complete the four rays from the top of the object to show the formation of the
image. l2l

(c) Determine the focal length of the lens.

focal length . .... . I1l

flotal: 4]

Fig.6.1
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7 Electrostatics can be a nuisance but is also useful.

(a) A person walks across a carpet. As he touches a door handle he receives an
electric shock.

Suggest why this happens.

t2t

(b) ln spray painting, small drops of paint with a positive charge emerge from a nozzle.

The drops are used to paint the leg of a metal chair, which has a negative charge,
as shown in Fig. 7.1 .

pat nt nozzle

++ leg of chair

++

Fig. 7.{ (not to scale)

Fig. 7.2 shows what happens when there is no charge on the nozzle, or on the
drops or on the leg ofthe chair.

Fig. 7.2 (not to scale)
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7 (b) (i) The drops in Fig. 7.1 spread out more as they leave the nozzle than those in
Fi1.7.2.

Explain why

.....121

(ii) Explain why the paint reaches the back of the leg in Fig. 7.1.

t1I

[Total 5]
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I Wind energy is a renewable energy source. A wind turbine and generator convert energy
in the wind to electrical energy in a generator. Fig. 8.1 shows some wind turbines.

Fig.8.1

(a) State the name of one other renewable energy source

t11

(b) During a 30-minute period, a mass of 4.2 x 107 kg of air enters the tu6ine with a
speed of 15 m/s.

(D Calculate the kinetic energy of the air that enters the turbine in 30 minutes.

kinetic energy = .... .... .. .. .t2l

(ii) The electrical power output of the generator to the turbine is 8.4 x 1Os W

Calculate the electrical energy output from the turbine in 30 minutes.

energy output ..........121

(iii) Calculate the efficiency of the turbine and generator in converting the kinetic
energy of the air to electrical energy.

t2tefficiency =

[rotal 7]
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I A student uses the circuit shown in Fig. 9.1 to investigate a resistor R.

t-

Fig.9.1

(a) Describe how the student uses the apparatus in Fig. 9.1 to obtain a range of
ammeter and voltmeter readings.

t1I

(b) The readings obtained are shown in Table 9.1.

Table 9.1

voltmeter reading/ V ammeter reading/ mA

7.6 320

5.2 220

2.4 100

(i) State Ohm's law.

l2l

(ii) Using the results in Table 9.1, show that the resistor obeys Ohm's law'

t1l

n
I
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9 (b) (ii0 The student has available an ammeter with five ranges marked

.0-10A

.0-200mA

.0-20mA

.0-2mA
'0 - 0.2 mA

Suggest how the student makes best use of the different ranges during the
investigation.

.,,.,,.,, t1]

lrotal 5]
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Section B

Answer all the questions in this section.
Answer only one of the two alternative questions in Question 12.

l0 (a) (D Describe two differences between boiling and evaporation.

1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2.....

...t21

(iD Explain, using ideas about molecules, why thermal energy is needed to boil
a liquid.

tzl

(b) ln one type of bathroom shower, cold water passes through a metal pipe which
contains an electric heater.

The cold water is heated and emerges from the shower head.

The temperature of the cold water before heating is measured and the hot water
emerging from the shower in 1.0 minute is collected in a container.

Measurements and other data are:

temperature of water before heating = 16 'g
temperature of waler afier heating = 37 '6
volume of water collected in 1.0 minute = 4.6 x 10-3 m3

specific heat capacity of water = a200 J/(kg "C)
density of water = 1000 kg/ms

(i) Calculate the mass of water leaving the shower in 1 .0 s.

mass = lzt
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10 (b) (iD Calculate the thermal energy (heat)gained by the water in 1.0 s

thermal energy =

(iii) The metal pipe thatcontains the electric heater is earthed.

Explain whythis is necessary.

t3l

Ill

Fotal l0l
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11 Fig. 11.1 shows a multi-mode optical fibre made from glass of uniform refractive index.

cladding

Fig. 11.1

Fig. 11.2 shows three rays of light entering the fibre from the air. Each of these rays
follows one of the three possible paths through the flbre.

3

ray 1 1

ray 2

ray 3 2

glass

Fig. 11.2 (not to scale)

The three rays travel different distances and take different times to pass through the
fibre.

Fig. 11.3 gives information aboutthe three rays and their paths in a 1 km and a 2 km
cable.

angle of
incidence on

entry/'

angle of
retraction

on entry / '
distance

covered in 1

km cable /m

time spent
inlkm

cable /ps

distance
covered in 2
km cable /m

time spent
in2km

cable /ps

ray 1 0 0 1000 5.0 2000 10.0

ray 2 20 13 1027 5.1 2054 10.3

ray 3 35 X 1082 5.4 2164 10.8

Fig. 11.3

(a) Using data for ray 1 from Fig. 11.3,-calculate the refractive index of the glass.
The ipeed of light in air is 3.0 x 108 m/s.

refractive index = l2l

cladding

---#-- --^ 
%



11 (b) Calculate the angle of refraction Xfor ray 3

angle = . t2l

(c) At time f = 0, a single pulse of light enters an optical fibre of length 2 km. The pulse
lasts 0.1 ps. Fig. 11.4 shows the pulses of light that leave the fibre.

brightness width O.9ps

9.8 9.9 10"0 10.1 102 10,3 10.4 10.5 10.6 10.7 10.8 10"9 11.0

fips

Fig. {1.4

(i) Using data from Fig. 11.3, explain Fig. 11.4.

t11

(iD At t = 0, a single pulse of light enters an optical fibre of length 1 km. This
pulse also lasts 0.1 ps.

On Fig. 11.5, draw the pulses of light that leave the fibre. l2l

brightness

4.8 4-9 5.0 5.1 52 5.3

Fig. 11.5

f/ps

BP- 179

5.4 5.5 5.6
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11 (c) (iii) Fig. 11.4 shows that a pulse of light, lasting 0.1 ps when it enters the 2 km
opticalfibre, becomes three pulses lasting in total 0.9 ps that leave the fibre.

ln a telephone conversation, a series of pulses is sent along an optical fibre.

It is important that no light from one pulse overlaps light from the next pulse.

A second pulse of 0.1 ps must enter the fibre at least 0.9 ps after the first.

Estimate the maximum number of pulses of light that can enter the 2 km
opticalfibre in one second.

number of pulses in one second 121

(iv) Explain why multi-mode optical fibres are not used to transmit data at high
rates over very long distances.

.............t11

ffotal: 10]
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(a) Fig. 12.1shows a circuit. The circuit includes three resistors and two open switches
Sr and Sz.

12V
s1

I Y

30a s2

28 (J

20s2

Fig.12.1

YZ is a straight, horizontal section of connecting wire that lies between two
magnets.
Sr is now closed.

(D Calculate the cunent in YZ

current = t2l

(iD Explain why YZ experiences a force

Z

(l

I
I

.t1l

(iii) Explain how the direction of the force on YZ is determined.

t3l

BP- 1 81

N
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12 (b) Switch Sz in the circuit in Fig. 12.1is now also closed.

(i) Calculate the total resistance of the circuit.

total resistance =

(ii) Explain what happens to the force on YZas switch 52 is closed.

l2l

.121

[Total: 10]
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OR

12 Fig- 12.1 shows a transformer connecting an overhead 25 000 V electrical power line to
a house.

co;l A coil B

ovorhead power line
25000 v

transfcrmer iron core

Fig.12.1 (not to scale)

(a) State whether coil A or coil B in the transformer has the larger number of turns

Give a reason for your answer.

t11

(b) One purpose of using an iron core in the transformer is to increase the magnetic
field inside coil A.

State one other purpose of using the iron core.

t11

(c) Describe briefly how an output voltage is induced in coil B.

tlt

(d) The voltage supplied to the house is 250 V. The number of tums in coil A is 5000.

Calculate the number of turns in coil B.

number of turns = t2t
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12 (e) The generator that supplies the electric power contains a coil that rotates between
the poles of a magnet.

The coil rotates 50 times in one second and produces an alternating voltage output
with a maximum value of 500 V.

(D On the grid in Fig. 12.2, sketch a voltage-time graph showing the output
voltage. l2l

500

voltage/V

0
ttme ls

Fi$.12.2

(iD The output voltage from the generator is stepped up by a transformer. The
electrical energy then passes along a transmission line to a distant house.

Explain why

1. a high voltage is used for the transmission of electrical energy,

.12)

2. a transformer is used to connect the transmission line to the house.

t1I

fiotal 10]
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Paper2 $ectlon A

B r DIU C A U il

C B A A D D D AD D

Ail m D C D D C D fr

B DA A B A B A B D

{ta} d = (area under graph)
x 20.0 x 2.0
=40m(2s0

11I

III

{tb} The ball starts from rest, and there is negligible/ no air resistance.
AND
Resultant foroe is the weight of the ball. OR
F = ma, ball acceterates (granitational acceleration = 10 mls2)

IlI

As its speed increases, alr resistance increases.
Hence resultant force decreases (F6 = V\f - A.R,), and
accebraUon decreases

t1l

Eventually at terninal velocity, air resistance is equal to waight
AND
resultant force becomes zero, 0R
forces arc balanced.
hence there js;ro acceleration,

t1I

{{c)

i1i r1X.\,;:;::11;

2(a)

Foroeof ballon Earth ANB
*qual and spposik direction

are
eontlnuouslyr

11I

W
11I

*s it cr{lides w{& the (inside of the} hag, i{ exe*s a force Ail0
$ince P = F/4, pressure is exerted.

IlI

I tg,
a 4 I s * $ l*

1: {{ dci ,1S ,17 u 't*l rl s#

z. I t-t z8 z* 3-5 ?6 3J "& ?s $fl

3d 3T $s ,34 ffiffi 3S'. ,:1, Fs
I

&in iffi*ffi

r'fffTAl

https://freetestpaper.com/
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t1I
l1I

2(bxi)
80 000 x 500 = 100 000 x Vz
Ve = 400 cm3

Vt = ?zYz1

t2l2tbxii) Any 2 from:
r fro air molecules e$cape
r temperature remains constant
. air molecules obey idealgas laws

t6lTOTAL

12l

tll

3(a) Pso. Po + Pl
= 1.0 x 10s+ hpg
= 1.A u 1fls + (0.57 x 1.4 x 10ax 1S)

= 179 800
= 180 000 Pa (2sf)

t1l3(b) When air is heated, molecules move faster AND hit the walls of
the tube more frequently with larger force.

t1I{As the volume is constant,) pressure increases

I1I

rei-
t1l4(al

(The higher pressure of trapped air pushes down the liquid,)
causing x to increase.

When an object is in equilibrium,

11lthe sum of clockurise moments about a point ls equal to the sum of
anticlockwise moment about the same point.

t1 Ifhe perpendicular distance of rubber band to pivot is small*r than
that of ttie rnass- Since moment = F x d, (to generate the same
moment) it has a larger force.

4(bl

[1 I
[1 I

4(c) ACW moment = CW moment = F x d
F x2-O = 4.0 x 18
F=36N(zs0 .

11I

'ffim
11l

lf the weight of XY is included, the GYtl moment will increase.
(Moment = F i d, since distance of rubber band to pivot remains
unchanged,) the force of rubher band will be larger to generate the
larger moment.

The specific latent heat of a substance is
needed to change the state of 1 kg ofthe substance

the arnount of eneryy

4tdl

5(a)

Irlwithout changing its temperature

Q=mk5(bxil

&n &ng*er fillark

TOTAI

l .. TOTAI

I
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* S.S0SCI x 3.3 x 10s

= 16$0
= 17S0 J

[':l]

ItI

5{hx*i}

6{a}

t1I

t1]

Heat i* *onducted through th* glass funn*ltCI the ice

Resl

s{b} 13]

6{c}

W
7(a)

Chargesl electrons transfer occurred between the person and the
carpet when he walked across it.

15.0 cm

is ctarging by friction

11I

t4l _
la1
i rl

As the hand touched a (metal) door handle, discharglng happened
and hence he felt an electric shock OR
Charge flow between the person and handle.

11I

7(bxi) The drops repel each other t1l

as they are like charges/ have the same charge
\ 111

7(hltii)

HT
s{a}

The drops are atffasted by the leg as unlike charges attract.

solar energy and hydroelec,tic generation
gne:

11I

iirltlil$li
IlI

8{bxi} Er = 16 rnv'
=Xx4"2x10?x152
* 4.72$ x 10s

= 4.7 x lSsJ {2 sS

[1]

t1l

fi(bxiil F=Ft
* S.4 x 10€x 3fi x 60
= 1-512 x 10e

t11

3n Answsr iililst*N$

TOTAI t3t

ilfi&$AL

I
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;ls xltrJ t1I

Efficiency =
= {1"512 x 1

= 32 a/o

I Ein x 100o/o

t{4.725x 10s} x 100%
Eart

0e) t1I
11l

8{bxiii}

-T(d -- 
..-="i i -.-T fAL

Adjust the variable resistor/ rheostat to change the effective
resistance and current of the circuit-

rl l

t1ls{bxi} (For a metaflic conductor,) the currdnt passing through it is directly
proportional to the potential difference across it

t1lProvided that physical ccinditions OR
temperature remains constant

t1ls(bxii) R=V/l
Rr = 7.6 ll32Oxl
Rz=5.2 l(22Ox1
Rs=2.4/(100x1

0-3)

00)
0'3)

=24O
=24 Q
=24 A

t1l

--r5i--

or the first and second readings- I >200 mA, studerrt should use

For the third reading, student should use the 0-200 mA ammeter-

0-10 A ammeter

Qn Aa*wer ..'x-. lrlark

t?t

e(bxiii)

TOTAL
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Paper 2 $ection B

Any ttaru:

r boiling i* e fxat prCIcess hxt evapcration Io a sl*w pmos$$

" bsiling offiirs thmughout the liquid but evapomtion occurs
only at ffre surface

r hubbles are fonn*d during bollirrg but nat evaporation
* boiling occuru at boiling point but avaporation sccurs at any

temperatur*

12110{a}(i}

t0{a}(ii} En*rgy is used to break interrnolectrlar bonds OR overcome
intermolecular forces of liquid.

11I

Mclecules mova *.rrher apart OB
increase in internal/ potential energy.

11I

'totbxr) Fort = 1.0 min
m=pv
= 1000 x 4.6 x 10-3= 4.6 kg

Fcrt= 1"0s
rn-4.6/60
= 0.0766
= S.076 kg

t1l

11I

10{bxii} ln one minute:
Q = mcAB

= 0.0766 x 4200 x (37 - 16)

= 6760 J

ln one second
= 6760 / 60
= {13
= 110 J (2 sf)

11I

11I

11l

10{bxiii)

11{a}

ln the event of electric$ fault, earthing protech *rs user frorn
electrocution by alloaing curent to go to Earth safely

x1v=d/t= 1000/
= 9.0 x 108

n = cfu . (3.0 x 108i /(2.0 x 108)

= 1.5

trt

F
{ti

flI
{.ltb} n=$*niI*inr

sin r * sin 35'l 1.$
r x 2?.48
= 22.5"

111

11I

Am*rx*r ilJlark
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t1tt'Jt{tc[i} (The single pulse of light enters the opt]cal fibre at angles of
incidence like that af ray 1, 2 and 3.) They exit as 3 pulaes af ligt'tt

*t 10.CI p*, 10"3 ps *nd 10.8 p* respectively.

13l

{.s.

bri$iti6s

tlys

4.9 $s 5,*

i tic){ii}

11l

11l

1i (o.s x 104)
= 1.1 x 106

{1{c}{iii}

Irl

Irgl

Over vety long distances, the pulses of light exiting will have
longer range of duration in the optical fibre. The subsequent
pulses of light entering the fibre willtake much longer time, to
avoid overlapping of light.

Data transmission will be much slower.

t1{c}{iv}

12

11I

t1i

12(aXil I=V/Rr
= 121(20 + 28)
= 0-25 A

t1]l2taXiil a cunent carrying conductor wiil experience a force when it is
placed in a magnetic field

tflAccording to Fleming's Left Hand Rule,{2{a}(iii}

11IThe magnetic field line is to the right, and cunent travelling from Z
to Y (is into the page.)

11Ia doramtn*ard foree is ex*rted sn YZ.

11l

t1l

n* {tmr + i/Rz}'I + Re
* (1i 30 + 'tt 2Ol-' + 28
=12+2S=40$

'!z(bxi)

i.tlCurrent in YZ is higher (as Rxdecreases){ztbxii}

11I

tr0l,It

(in the same magnetic field) the force exerted on YZ will increase.

OR
i1]12(aI Coil A as it is the p*mary coil of a step-down transfiormer {and wttl

have more tt*ms than coil B)

tln =: xt8$t

5.6

|i':tl .TATAI
EITHER

T6TAT
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12{b} lron core links the magnetic field from the primary coilto the secondary
coit,

ill

t1l1 2ic)

{zid}

Coil B experience a changing magnetic field and emf is induced
t0 oppose the change producing it.

Na/Na=Vn1Ve
1r1, a {250 / 25000) x 5000
=50

r{ tI tt

11l

1I{e}(i}

voltagelV

/s

I?l

t2(eXiil
1

(since P= IV) Transmission at high voltage to keep cunent low. 11l

With low current, less heat is tost.OR
thickness of kansmission cable can be reduced which willcost
less.

11l

12(eXii)
2

The high voltage will damage household appliances, hence it has
to be lowered using a step-down transformer OR
High vohage is dangerous to be used in the household.

11l

&n :{nswer ffia*

i
I

I

;,T,GIfil IlIStr,ii


